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In summer season, heat is at peak that creates discomfort for almost all kinds of person. Hot
weather further adds irritation if one is wearing a dress shirt of dark or winter season colors. In
summer season, remember never to wear dark colored dress shirts as dark colors absorb heat and
attract sunrays. Wearing a dark shade in summer is like summoning hellâ€™s heat on yourself. To
remain cool in summer, one should always opt for light colored dress shirts, which repels the
sunrays and let the body breath. Aside from colors, remember never to have a thick dress shirt
fabric, always go for fabrics like poplin, linen or pure cotton.

Besides, the colors have also been considered as the reflection of oneâ€™s thoughts and emotions. 
Choosing light dress shirt colors in summer reflects your personality as cool and humble that is very
necessary in summer. Below we will discuss some unique dress shirt colors that are not usually
used by everyone.

Lilac

Lilac color can be distinguished as pale tone of violet color. It can also be described as light purple
color. Lilac color is cool and warm simultaneously.  This color is a pure shade for young men as it
depicts the freshness. Wearing lilac colored custom dress shirt with strips, patterns or checks looks
great with black, blue or grey pants.

Beige

To gain a subtle and professional personality, choosing beige dress shirts is one of the wise options
for elder men. Elder men have to keep their choices limited and should not wear bright and wild
colors. Choosing light and dull colors are the best option. Men who choose beige color are generally
soft, down to earth and sincere to their work.

Orange

Orange colored dress shirts are very bright and shows the dynamic attitude. Orange color is rarely
worn as a formal dress shirt as it looks quite odd in official environment. However, men of taste and
colorful choice, often opt orange dress shirts in casual events and parties. Orange color looks great
with light colored pants like ecru or light brown.

Ivory

Ivory colored dress shirts are one of the most stylish and trendy looking shirts. Ivory is an off-white
color that resembles to ivory, the material out of which the teeth and tusks of animals (such as, the
elephant and the walrus) is made. It has a very slight tint of yellow. Ivory dress shirt is a perfect
choice for men of all ages. This color has a profound effect on men as it makes them look on
positive sides of all aspects. It looks great with pants of all colors.

Grey

Grey is basically the combination of black and white. Grey color represents neutral behavior and
sophisticated personality. Wearing a grey dress shirt is also a good option for elder men. Young
men can also wear this color but limit it to their office ware.
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Peach

The peach color is symbol of courage and charm. It reflects your courageous personality and your
ability to solve problems of others. Wearing a peach dress shirt is a good option for elder men but
they have to keep it in light shade as there are various dark shade of peach color.

Olive

Olive is unexpectedly old and its track back goes to middle English, it is dark shade of yellow or
chartreuse color. In official environments, it is very rare that you will find olive color dress shirt. This
can be your advantage by wearing a perfect custom dress shirt in olive color.

Maroon

People with maroon color are considered likable and generous. These men are well disciplined and
have mature personality. Maroon color makes man look generous and sincere with his work and
duties. Maroon custom dress shirt looks great with dark or light colored pants like black or ecru color.
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